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US Airways and the parent of United Airlines have resumed talks about a merger between the 
two carriers, returning to a possible combination that the pair last discussed in earnest two 
years ago. 

Sources close to the situation suggested that the improving US economy had emboldened the 
airlines to think again about ways to consolidate the sector. 

Although the two sides are not thought to be close to finalising deal terms, negotiations could 
move quickly given the history of merger discussions between the companies. 

Glenn Tilton, chief executive of United, and Doug Parker, head of US Airways, have been the 
US industry’s most vocal proponents of consolidation to remove excess capacity from the 
beleaguered airline industry. 

Although the groups have intensified talks in recent weeks, the discussions – which were first 
reported by the New York Times – are in their early stages and a deal still may not materialise, 
sources added. Representatives for US Airways and United declined to comment. 

The rekindled talks come almost two years after United shelved talks with US Airways, 
conceding in May 2008 that the costs of integrating two complicated operations might have 
overwhelmed a carrier already reeling from record fuel prices. 

While United itself had been spurned by Continental Airlines a month earlier, executives from 
the Chicago-based carrier had remained in discussions with Continental over a marketing 
alliance.  

United and Continental eventually forged such an agreement, winning immunity US antitrust 
laws to create a transcontinental partnership with Germany’s Lufthansa. 

Delta Air Lines’ 2008 agreement to merge with Northwest Airlines was expected by industry 
executives and their advisers to trigger a wave of deals that consolidated the industry. Record 
fuel costs and a severe recession intervened, however.  

US Airways is the smallest of the five legacy US airlines groups by revenue.  

A merger with United would help the combined company shed unprofitable routes and excess 
costs. In 2008, the airlines had targeted about $1.5bn in synergies, a figure that would have 
exceeded the potential deal’s purchase price. 

United was also concerned with US Airways’ looming obligations to pay for new aircraft, and 
with elements of its labour contract that would have granted pilots a significant raise following 
the merger. The need to reach agreement with the two carriers’ pilots unions could again 
prove a stumbling block to a deal. 
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